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Two Special Meats 

 
 
Moroccan Arabic transcript:  

 
6� وح3 ا!)&ج1 آ/.-, , *ن ')# '&س $# ا! ��ب :ب�ا!:3;3 آ/:AB @9ف $# ;3؟ =�>� ا!:3. ا!:3;3 و ا!:9داسآ�7

ت7�ب ذاك تO-DF , و ا!MN ا!3DLي *ن ا!�ا!3ة د;&!G وا1I هG=&$ G $# ا! ��بآ3;9 !>& ا!EF$ 1;9BF�1 $# ا!C(D و 

�ب , G=&-U ا!MN د;&ل هSا, ا!MN ا!3DLيVF! WEU C<-!اGDN/آ XXX اSاف و آY!&6 ,<! 9;39;1 و آآBF!ا Z;ذ C GU C</EL/

 &-E9;1 و آBF!ا Z;ذ�[V�; 6&ش ]-V!ا GU C9هV�/آ #(' �!��!$ C(! G�V^ و . ':E9;1آBF!ا WEU . #(' W-.�ا آSه

, !SIc' 1;9وه& آ&$b_$ 1D '>&ر ا!3EFآ�.-�ه& ')# ا!:9داس XXX آ/7�ب $# XXX ذوك ا!`3Lة و اا!)&ج1 ا!_&'1E . ا!:3;3

�ن ا!`3Lة و ا!9;1 `/`U وG!�,  و $# 3F6 $& آ/�V^و آ//)f و آ/�V^آ/�M.e , ا!:dD و XXX و ا!`9ش د;&ل ا!)

 #EF69$ &-ه G!ه& @9اف أ�FB:�آ C<FB:�آ dD:!ا!9;1 و ا XXX و Cه�FB:�3ة و ا!9;1 آL`!و ذوك ا C<FB:�ن آ&(EB!و ا

آ/:C<FB @9اف . آ&ن د;9 ا!`3Lة و ا!9;1 و XXX و ا!EB)&ن و ا!:dD و ا!C(D. و @9اف $# ا!C(D ث&'G@9اف صe&ر 

� , ا!9BF;1 و آ/GU C<EDN ا!G= j-V وح3 ا!-3ةو آC<! 9;3 صe&ر[V�Eأ;&م ح/, آ C<-!9اف اB!وك اS3 هF6 #$ و

 Cه&�FBl G!ا!`9=1 أ XXX آد;&ل د;&ل/ MIا!3ا #$ C9ه-FC<$Y(/؟ . و آC<$Y(/6&ش آ G!�آ/)D6 C<$Y-7&رن د;&ل ا!)

 G!��و XXX ا!9BF;1 و ذاك ا!GV  و ت)3E ذاك ا!GV و د;C<! 9 ا!-D)1آ�Y$ C<D.e;&ن ذوك !-7&رن د;&ل ا!)[V�; 6&ش ,

 �$Y(/; و �$9�صe&رM`= ,Dn آ�;9ات ;`$9`Eآ G'&ث j-V!ا GU �B(/Eو آ ...  

  ا;F$ j�G ا!F; ]-V�G؟,  ;F�Vn G&ن ا!F; ]-V�G:ن

�ovenال, * :بLEB; دي&o  , 9Eo &�7I #('�[V�; ,�$9`;...  

  On&/6 ا!V-[؟ ا!V-[ 96دو 1F=&6 dEB6 :ن

� و o&دي ت`GUC<ED رتC<E ا!G د,  *:بLEB; دي&o ا!]9ان ,�LEB; G=&$ �$9`; 9Eo Cه&�Ee6 #('. ..�[ ;...  

� C<6:نp[/(ت ...  

& آ&ن n�3هC ا!�&س GU ا! ��ب $# 3Eo$ C;3:! GU MLlودو *ن , ;9Nج�*ن ا!, $& درتGU j-<E ا!o j-V&دي  :ب

� W6 هSي أMrU وس1DE`&ن ا!D$& آ&ن n�3هC هSا ج-AE ا!/ >YEات U. $& آ&ن n�3هC, ثbج1p[/(; 6&ش C( . #.و اح

1DEوس s1 و أصDE3 , وسE(آ&ن ت j-V!ن ا* j-V!ا GU �� !3E( . W ذاك ا!GVا!-E`9وب و آ/U`&ن ت`$9D-FEآ

1;9BF!ا , M6ا�� W6د;&!W آ&ن ;3;9و !W ا!MN و ا!/p[/(; 3رو:E3 آF6 #-و آ j-V!ا GU W$9`Eو آ . C3ه�n j'&ن $& آ*

  .  >YEات $# MLlه-& ا!/

  

  

  

  

  

http://langmedia.fivecolleges.edu/


      

English translation: 

 
B: Since I come from the south, we make something called gedid and kordas. So, what is 
gedid? It is basically made by cutting certain parts of the goat’s meat into pieces and then 
seasoning them with spices and vinegar, which is made in a southern way since my 
mother is from the south – she knows how to make it. The seasoned meat pieces are then 
left overnight and then dried in the sun. This is so that afterwards, when the meat is dry, it 
tastes good with the seasonings. That is what we call the gedid. The other thing is what 
we call the kordas. It is made of the goat’s liver, lungs, diaphragm and heart. What we do 
is, we take the goat’s stomach, we clean it, and then let it dry in the sun for a while. After 
drying, we cut it into big square pieces. Then, we cut the goat’s liver, lungs, diaphragm, 
heart, and some meat into very small pieces, we season them with spices and let them sit 
in the sun for a few days until they dry. After that, we take the square pieces of the 
stomach and fill them with the small pieces of the other things and we tie them with the 
goat’s intestines, which would have been cleaned very well and seasoned with salt and 
spices and left in the sun, too. After tying them, we let them dry in the sun again.  
N: So, why exactly do you let them dry in the sun? What is the purpose of the sun? 
B: We are not cooking them; we just want them to dry.  
N: So you are saying that the sun’s rays can cook it? 
B: No. If you put them in the oven, they would be cooked and you eat them. We just 
want them to dry. If you do not put them in the sun, they would go bad. In the old days, 
people in the south did not have refrigerators or all this equipment we have today. So the 
best way to keep meat for a long time was this way. It is also much healthier because the 
sun gets rid of all the microbes. They season them with spices, vinegar and other herbs 
and then they can keep them for a long time—because they did not have the necessary 
equipment before. 
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